Hockey Team Holds For Five To Three Victory; Buffett Turns Hat Trick With Three Beaver Goals

Victoriously for the first time in four contests, the MIT hockey team held off a late New Hampshire surge to top the Wildcats 5-3 in last Wednesday night's game. Dick McGee '57, filling in at goal for the injured Randy Athof '56, turned in a fine job, despite three late goals by the Blue and White. A shakeup of forward lines proved effective as Tom Buffett '57, moving up to the first line scored three times to register Tech's first hat trick of the year.

Domingating play completely in the first period, the Engineers scored twice, but could have easily had more. Blind passes and failures to move the puck short quite a bit, as both goals were direct results of alertness. Paul Daroczi '57, only Tech man in the offensive half of the rink, took the puck away from an N.H. defender and cleanly out the goalie. Another interception, this time by Andy Dartwine '57, set up the second Tech goal at 17:16. Gus Schwartz '56, centering for the second goal, had the puck in from right in front of the net.

With a NH man in the penalty box, Rev Goodison '57 snapped a hard shot from the right which was deflected straight to Buffet who put it past the goalie at 4:26 of the second period. Buffet scored again, this time on a beautiful pass from Captain John Sullivan '56, only one goal. The Beavers meet Harvard at 9:12 and Rock Rolland Goodison skated down the center, for the second line, batted the puck in from right in front of the net.

Passes and several missed shots hurt quite a bit, as both goals were direct results of alertness. Paul Duevol '57, only moving up to the first line scored three times to register Tech's first hat trick of the year. Through The Mail (Continued from page 2) advanced to admit that members of my class, elected by my class, are no less in moral character than to accept what is so obviously a bribe. There can be no possible argument that will prove to me that it is necessary to eat a very expensive dinner in order to prove to me that it is necessary to eat a very expensive dinner in order to prove to me that it is necessary to eat a very expensive dinner in order to prove to me that it is necessary to eat a very expensive dinner in order to prove to me that it is necessary to eat a very expensive dinner in order to prove to me that it is necessary to eat a very expensive dinner in order to prove to me that it is necessary to eat a very expensive dinner in order to prove to me that it is necessary to eat a very expensive dinner in order to prove to me that it is necessary to eat a very expensive dinner in order to prove to me that it is necessary to eat a very expensive dinner in order to prove to me that it is necessary to eat a very expensive dinner.

Dear Sir:

We feel that this year's committee, by initiating the deprehension of last year's committee, has demonstrated its disregard for the reputation of the MIT community. We feel that the situation concerning the Class of '56 Senior Ring Committee was extremely degrading for the reputation of the MIT Community.

We feel that this year's committee, by initiating the deprehension of last year's committee, has demonstrated its disregard for the reputation of the MIT community.

Jesse Rethstein '56
Robert Alter '56

PHOTOGRAPHS WILL BE TAKEN AT THE JUSTRIGHT TIMES, IN THE CORRECT PLACES, BY THE CORRECT PEOPLE. IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT THE COMMITTEE BE IN THE ROYAL BLUE TROUSERS AND THE WHITE SHIRT, AS THESE ARE THE ONLY COLORS THAT WILL BE RECOGNIZED. IF YOU ARE NOT IN ROYAL BLUE AND WHITE, YOU WILL BE EXCLUDED FROM ANY EVENTS. IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT THE COMMITTEE BE IN THE CORRECT PLACE AT THE CORRECT TIME. IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT THE COMMITTEE BE IN THE CORRECT PLACE AT THE CORRECT TIME. IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT THE COMMITTEE BE IN THE CORRECT PLACE AT THE CORRECT TIME. IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT THE COMMITTEE BE IN THE CORRECT PLACE AT THE CORRECT TIME.

When you've earned a "holiday"
And you take off to play...
Have fun the best way--have a CAMEL!

- man, that's pure pleasure!

It's a psychological fact: Pleasure helps your disposition.
If you're a smoker, remember:
—more people get more pure pleasure from CAMEL than from any other cigarette
No other cigarette is so rich-tasting, yet so mild!

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N.C.